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But it’s                  
            RIGHT?
January 6, 2023 - The Federal Motor 
Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) 
has released its latest report on drug 
testing results for the trucking industry. 
Of those tested in 2021, there were 
55,223 positive drug tests. For 2022, 
there were 68,639 positive tests 
representing a 24% annual increase. 

The Clearinghouse for the drug 
testing program reports a listing 
of all prohibited substances found 
in positive test results. Of the 14 
prohibited substances found since 
2021, cannabis (marijuana) returned 
with the highest positive test rate. In 
2021, there were 31,085 positive 
marijuana tests and 40,916 in 2022 
representing a 32% year-over-year 
increase. Marijuana represented 60% 
of all positive tests.

The devastating impact of alcohol-
impaired driving has been know for a 
long time but, the effects of marijuana 
on drivers are not well studied.  

Legalization of marijuana across 
the country for personal use may be 
misleading truckers to believe that they 
can use the substance off duty and not 
have consequences - nothing could be 
further from the truth. Driving under 
the influence of a drug is dangerous 
and reckless but, drugs can take days 
to completely exit a person’s system 
leaving harmful side effects.

Cannabis is a federally classified 
Schedule I controlled substance by  
the Drug Enforcement Administration.  
As such, under current regulations  
“a person is not physically qualified to 
drive a commercial motor vehicle if he 
or she uses any Schedule I controlled 
substance”.

It’s imperative to know that truck 
drivers who receive a positive test 
result for any drug — including 
marijuana, are prohibited from driving 
and must also enter a “return-to-work” 
process and retest with a negative 
result to get back behind the wheel.

Beyond losing your driving privileges, 
the liability ramifications should you 
be involved in a crash while under the 
influence could end your career and 
even your life or the life of another.

A December 13 report by the National 
Transportation Safety Board shows 
that impairment from drugs, especially 
marijuana, is a growing concern that 
needs to be addressed quickly. Because 
of misleading information about the 
drug, the agency strongly encourages 
prominently establishing a clear, 
consistent, and easily recognizable 
warning label for all prescription and 
over-the-counter medications (including 
cannabis) that may interfere with an 
individual’s ability to operate a vehicle. 

It is alarming to see the increase 
in positive test rates for such a 
critical part of our national’s supply 
chain. Please head the warnings 
from the NTSB and your insurance 
professionals. We can do better.

POSITIVE CANNABIS TESTS JUMP 32%



The big push towards electric motors to replace fossil fuel burners is at a teetering point 
as the nation’s limited charging infrastructure remains a key issue of electric vehicle 
(EV) growth - especially for the trucking industry whose members regularly travel long 
distances. However, a number of nationwide companies are now partnering to address 
that very issue.

Jan 30 - TravelCenters of America Inc., (TA) the nation’s largest publicly-traded full-
service travel center network, announced an agreement with Electrify America to offer 
EV charging at select TA/Petro locations with the first stations planned to be deployed 
in 2023. Electrify America is the largest open direct current fast-charging network in 
the United States. CEO of TA, Jon Pertchik said “we are committed to expanding our EV 
charging infrastructure to accommodate this growing number of EV drivers”.

The two companies have a goal of installing approximately 1,000 individual chargers at 
200 locations along major highways over a five year period. The new charging stations 
help to provide range confidence to motorists traveling long distances by expanding 
access to hyper-fast charging. The ability to have a large number of existing sites to 
expand for this purpose is a huge advantage and should be a game-changer for the EV 
industry. While TA and Electrify America move quickly to roll-out their charging stations, 
others like Daimler Truck North America have been met with long delays. 

“They don’t have a way to charge them”, says Daimler President and CEO John O’Leary. 
This he says is in response to customers who’ve expressed interest in adding more 
eCascadias to their fleet. The time and effort involved in building a new charging site, 
“Site prep, permitting, and construction delays all contribute to deployment times being 
measured in years, not weeks or months”, he says. This has detoured his customers from 
expanding their EV fleet.

Last year Daimler announced a proposal for a joint venture with NextEra Energy Resources 
LLC and BlackRock Renewable Power to design, develop, install and operate a nationwide, 
high-performance charging network. According to O’Leary, the companies are currently in 
the process of hiring the leadership team that will run the program.

The Daimler CEO reaffirmed his commitment to zero emissions and says that the choice 
between diesel and electric is not an either/or proposition. That being said, he noted 
“Diesel would remain the predominant propulsion choice for the foreseeable future 
because it suits 100% of all applications, and it remains the most cost effective and 
efficient way to move goods and people.” 

Charging infrastructure expanding nationwide

1,000 eChargers planned

electrifyamerica.com • ta-petro.com • northamerica.daimlertruck.com
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2/13/23

$4.44
National O-H 
Diesel Avg 

Prices listed above are diesel averages in dollars per gallon.

Up-to-date statistics are available from the  
Department of Energy at www.eia.gov.

On-highway Diesel Fuel Prices
Region 2/13/23 1/16/23 2/14/22

East Coast 4.653 4.752 4.063

New England 5.054 5.081 4.007

Central Atlantic 4.948 5.039 4.210

Lower Atlantic 4.503 4.614 3.980

Midwest 4.274 4.374 3.884

Gulf Coast 4.150 4.224 3.785

Rocky Mtns 4.660 4.729 3.911

West Coast 5.033 5.034 4.651

California 5.445 5.430 4.994

2/13/23

$3.39
National  

Gasoline Avg 

FUEL UPDATE
According to the U.S. Energy  
Information Association (EIA), 
U.S. production capacity for renewable diesel could 
more than double from current levels by the end of 
2025. Renewable diesel is a fuel that is chemically 
equivalent to petroleum diesel and nearly identical in 
its performance characteristics. Because renewable 
diesel has a similar chemical makeup as petroleum 
diesel, it can be used in diesel engines without any 
modifications. This gives companies a way to start 
reducing their environmental impact immediately 
without having to invest in converting a truck to run 
on a different fuel type or buying new vehicles.

EIA forecasts that the Brent crude oil price will 
average $83 per barrel (b) in 2023, down 18% from 
2022, and continue to fall to $78/b in 2024 as global 
oil inventories build, putting downward pressure on 
crude oil prices.

Gasoline prices are expected to decline as both 
wholesale refining margins and crude oil prices 
fall. EIA forecasts U.S. gasoline gasoline prices will 
average around $3.30 per gallon (gal) in 2023 and 
$3.10/gal in 2024.

Diesel prices are expected to average about  
$4.20/gal in 2023, down 16% from 2022 and 
continue to fall, averaging near $3.70/gal in 2024.



Claims Trend 
Detected

It is our intent to regularly inform you of trending claims 
affecting our insureds. Having examined our most recent 
claims data, our analysts have detected a trend in 
carelessness. 

Our claims handlers have been receiving claims where our 
insureds have been colliding with stationery items such as 
fire hydrants, low hanging cables, sprinklers, open doors, 
vehicles, etc. While rearend crashes continue to be at the 
top of our list, claims like these that are largely preventable 
have been adding up. 

There are a few things to address regarding these types of 
incidents. First, it is imperative to know the height of your 
rig. If you’re at all close to the height of a ceiling, you need 
to be sure that you’re going to fit. That includes inspecting 
the ceiling for anything hanging that would reduce that 
height and cause you to crash into it.

Second: Whenever you’re in a tight area or unfamiliar area, 
do not simply rely on your mirrors for maneuvering. Get out 
and walk around the rig to get a better understanding of 
your obstacles and/or utilize a spotter.

Lastly, do not be in too big of a rush. You probably have a 
normal routine in the way you get in and out of your truck. 
You likely do a quick visual inspection - if for nothing more 
than to know that nothing is largely out of place. These 
routines are important and do not take much time. Do not 
skip these because you are feeling rushed.

Crashes for an individual do not normally happen, they 
happen abnormally and infrequently. It is often when we 
are out of our normal area, out of our normal routine, and 
or driving outside of our normal speed, that crashes take 
place. Take extra care anytime you are outside the norm 
and do not rush past your routine.

Additional loss prevention tips: Park in well-lit, high-traffic 
lots; position your truck in the view of surveillance cameras 
and/or guards, whenever possible; make sure the windows 
are closed and the doors locked whenever you leave the 
vehicle - even when loading and unloading; activate the 
vehicle alarm system, if equipped, when locking your 
vehicle; utilize all available security equipment for added 
layers of protection when the vehicle is unattended.

EPA finalizes new emissions 
standards for large trucks
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has issued a final rule to 
further reduce air pollution, including ozone and particulate matter 
from heavy-duty engines and vehicles across the United States. The 
requirements in the final rule will lower emissions of nitrous oxides 
and other air pollutants such as hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide 
beginning no later than model year 2027. The EPA’s final rule, which 
was announced by the agency in December, was officially published 
January 24 in the Federal Register.

The final program includes new emission standards that are significantly 
more stringent and that cover a wider range of heavy-duty engine 
operating conditions compared to today’s standards; further, the final 
program requires these more stringent emissions standards to be met 
for a longer period of when these engines operate on the road. This final 
rule is effective on March 27, 2023. Document Citation: 88 FR 4296 
in the Federal Register.

Engines older than 2010 

BANNED 

In California, all diesel trucks greater 
than 14,000 pounds must have a 
2010 model year engine or newer. 
As of Jan. 1, 2023, the California Air 
Resources Board’s (CARB) Truck and 
Bus Regulation mandates trucks with 
diesel engines older than 2010 to be 
banned from operating in the state - 
no matter what state they’re registered in. 
California’s Department of Motor Vehicles will 
now deny registration renewal or transfer for any non-compliant vehicle.

CARB’s enforcement division will be conducting fleet audits and 
roadside inspections, and is working with the EPA to enforce the rule 
to vehicles based outside of California. “Non-compliant trucks will 
be issued an on-road or field citation and are subject to a penalty of 
$1,000, which could go up significantly depending on the owner’s 
compliance and extent of harm to the public. To clear the citation, 
the owner needs to demonstrate compliance by upgrading the engine, 
selling or scrapping the vehicle, or not operating in California, along 
with payment of the penalty.

When selling a vehicle subject to the regulation, the seller must notify 
the buyer that the vehicle may be subject to retrofit or accelerated 
replacement requirements and to print the disclosure on the bill of sale, 
sales contract addendum, or invoice. In addition, the seller must keep 
records of the disclosure notice for three years for each buyer. 



The information in this newsletter is taken from sources which we believe to be reliable, but is not guaranteed and isn’t necessarily a complete statement of all the available data.  Conclusions are based solely 
upon our best judgment and analysis of technical factors and industry information sources.

AMERICAN HIGHWAY
CARRIERS ASSOCIATION
P.O. BOX 3190 
CERRITOS, CA 90703-3190

Save big bucks on amusement park 
tickets to windshield repair and more. 
And, if you have a child/grandchild 
graduating or just having graduated from 
high school, DO NOT miss out on our 
Scholarship program!

Visit us at www.AHCAonline.com to see 
all the discounted benefits available to 
members. Also, we are very excited to 
be working on valuable NEW benefits 
for members, so stay tuned. Many of our 
benefits require the use of your AHCA ID 
Number which is located on your AD&D 
Certificate in your member package. You 
may also call AHCA at (877) 855-8462 
and we will look it up for you.

American Highway 
Carriers Association

In 2019, the Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance (CVSA) petitioned both the National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) and Federal Motor Carrier Safety 
Administration (FMCSA) to remove the unnecessary and problematic certification label 
requirement for rear impact guards. CVSA claims that certification labels frequently wear, 
fade or are removed during repair and that motor carriers are unable to obtain new labels 
from manufacturers because they can no longer (without actual inspection) guarantee 
those rear impact guards meet the federal manufacturing standard.

For their part, The NHTSA has denied that petition. NHTSA states that the denial is due 
to the belief that removal would compromise the enforcement of the rear impact guard 
standard. Limiting the ability to identify non-compliant products would reduce the 
effectiveness of the standard and increase the safety risk to the motoring public.

According to the CVSA, their current policy instructs inspectors not to issue citations for 
missing or unreadable labels on rear underride guards, but to issue citations only if visual 
inspections reveal that the rear guard is damaged. Impact guard damage is not an out-of-
service violation, but it does stop a trucker from receiving a CVSA sticker. The FMCSA has 
yet to issue its decision to CVSA’s 2019 petition. If FMCSA follows suit with its own denial, 
roadside inspectors will have to begin issuing citations to motor carriers for having missing, 
severely damaged or unreadable labels.

Citations for rear impact guard labels 


